SSPA Circuit description and operation
The SSPA is designed with a pair of LDMOS MRF151G’s based on a design from Motorola’s H.O.
Granberg in document AR305. Power splitter and combiner are G10 circuit board type.
The controller, FET switches, low pass filter, antenna relays and bar graph indicator is from W6PQL. The
controller takes signals from a temperature sensor located between the two RF pallets, the reverse
power pad on the low pass filter and controls the antenna relays, remote preamp, rear panel fans and
50V applied to the RF deck. A copy of the controller schematic and board layout is included in this
documentation. If you selected Option 1, only the low pass filter is installed, all of the other features and
protections are not available.
Jim, W6PQL, gives a great write up on his website (www.w6pql.com) about the controller so this won’t
be repeated here. The PTT jack on the rear panel starts the transmit sequence causing the remote
preamp FET switch to turn off by using the disable port so regardless of the position of the front panel
preamp switch, voltage is removed from the remote preamp before anything else happens. Next, the
internal antenna relays energize putting the RF deck inline. Last, the 50V FET switch is enabled which
places 50V on the RF deck which also applies the proper bias to the FET’s for linear operation.
Simultaneously, the ALC holdoff voltage(rear panel RCA jack) is removed allowing the driving transceiver
to put out whatever power the user has set. While the ALC holdoff will not be used with transverters
most likely, it’s recommended to be used for transceivers and may help with ALC overshoot experienced
by some rigs. We have also provided a “transverter” PTT output on the rear panel. This is the last
sequence from the sequencer and can be used to key a transverter. The device can handle up to 30V @
50ma. which is more than sufficient for any solid state transverter.
Protection is provided for both high SWR (preset to 2:1) and high temperature. The fans only run during
transmit unless the heat sink gets above 110F, then the fans run continuously until the temp drops to
about 105F. If the temp gets to 135F, the amp goes in to bypass. The fans are 50V units but we have
wired them in series to reduce the noise. If you find the cooling is not sufficient, the fans can be wired in
parallel to increase air flow (both red wires together to 50V and both white wires together to the
controller). When running long periods of WSJT, we recommend re-wiring the fans for full 50v
operation. It is noisier but the amp will run cooler!
A note about the SWR protection. Reverse power derived from the directional coupler on the low pass
filter is fed to the controller. About 50W reflected for 500W forward is a 2:1 SWR which is what the amp
is set to trip at. It is VERY possible under the right conditions to have a device failure before the SWR
trips. I’ve actually seen an amp arc from the output transformer to the heat sink when operated at 2.5:1
SWR. So the best caution is, DON’T OPERATE THE AMP WITHOUT CHECKING YOUR LOAD!!
The remote preamp can be switched from 12V to 28V depending on the remote preamp relays used.
There is a rear panel voltage selection switch for this function. The front panel remote preamp enable
switch grounds the “ON” pad on the FET switch placing voltage on the rear panel F connector. When the

amplifier enters transmit mode, the “DISABLE” pad on the FET switch is pulled low immediately
removing the voltage to the remote preamp.
The Low Pass Filter provides both the reflected power signal used by the controller for SWR shutdown
protection but also provides a forward power signal used by the front panel relative power bar graph.
The main power rocker switch is also a 20A circuit breaker and removes power from all circuits in the
amplifier. The amps have a power supply module in them that takes the incoming 50V and regulates it
down to 28V, 12V and 5V. 28V is only used for the remote preamp and to drive the 12V and 5V
regulators since these will not take the full 50V input. In the event of a high SWR shutdown, you will
need to cycle this power switch to restore operation.
Since these amps only require about 8-9 watts of drive, a high power hybrid attenuator has been added.
These are located in the RF deck in an area covered by a small tin cover. Depending on your drive level,
the attenuation varies from 3dB to 10dB.
There is a 10 position barrier strip near the reap panel of the amp where various voltages terminate and
distribute to various components. The wiring is as follows – starting at the far left (nearest to the outer
wall of the amp) the first two circuits are 50V continuous when the power switch is on. The next two
positions (3 and 4) are 50V on transmit and feeds the 50V to the RF deck. Position 5 is 5V from the
power supply and is not used as is position 6 not used. Positions 7 and 8 are 12V from the power supply
module and 12V distribution to any device requiring 12V. Positions 9 and 10 are 28V from the power
supply and feed to the remote preamp voltage selection switch.

Operation
Operation is pretty simple. Connect the input and output to suitable 2m source and a low SWR load with
a wattmeter in line. Connect the PTT jack to your transceiver PTT output. Adjust the drive to no more
than 5w to start – while FET’s are pretty robust, OVERDRIVE WILL DESTROY THE DEVICE
IMMEDIATELY!!!! Gradually increase the power until you reach the 500w output level and STOP! The
relative output indicator is adjusted so that 500W is just full scale.
Remote preamp operation is initiated when the front panel switch is in the up position. The voltage set
to the remote preamp is selected on the rear panel between 12V and 24V. The female F connector
carries the DC voltage to the remote preamp. WARNING - For the sequencer to operate properly, you
MUST have the PTT line from your transceiver connected to the amp. If you do not, it is possible to
enable the preamp and then transmit through the amp into your preamp instantly destroying the
device. DO NOT operate without the PTT attached!!

WARRANTY
There is no warranty expressed or implied. The amplifiers are delivered as is. They have been tested at
full output (500Watts) but these are used surplus equipment and thus we have no idea how the
equipment was used or abused. Operating the amplifier into an incorrect load can cause device failure
even though there is protection circuits. If you do not agree with these terms, do not hook the amplifier
up and make arrangements to return the amp to us for a refund.
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The header connections are as follows:
1. ground
2. HV; this can be up to 65v, and is the connection used to provide 12-14v from the VDD rail when Q10 will be used for that
purpose. The use of Q10 is optional, and is not used when the control board will be operated from a 12v supply. If Q10 is to be
used to provide 12v from a 28v, 50v or 65v rail, a 25 ohm 25w current-limiting resistor should be placed in series with the
connection to the rail to protect Q10 and D18 from damage due to accidental shorting of the 12v rail (it can happen to the best of
us). Without current limiting, even a temporary short on the 12v rail will cause that rail to permanently go to HV potential (28, 50
or 65v).
3. LV; this is the 12v power input to the board; if Q10 is used, it provides 12v to this pin, otherwise an external 12v-14v source
should be connected here.
4. This is a connection to the base of Q10, and is only used for testing with the factory test fixture.
5. AMP SW; used with a front panel switch to gate 12v to the on-board sequencer, usually to take a controlled amplifier on or off
line.
6. Kill port ; used to provide an immediate kill signal to an external FET power switch to remove VDD from an amplifier during a
detected fault condition
7. D6A; output to an external panel LED to indicate a transmit condition
8. PTT; input connection from a ptt control line (pull low to energize)
9. D4C; output connection to the cathode of an external LED to indicate a fault condition caused by high reflected power (high
SWR)
10. D4A;output connection to the anode of the LED mentioned in #9
11. Load Fail In; input connection from an external SWR sensor
12. D5A; output to an external panel LED to indicate the presence of operating power (12v rail)
13. D7A; output to an external panel LED to indicate a high temperature fault condition
14. TSENS; input from an external sensor (thermistor), normally mounted on an amplifier's heat sink
15. FAN; connection to the board's fan switch, designed to pull to ground up to 90v at up to 3 amps. Normally connected to the
return lead of cooling fan(s).
16. Block; use of this signal is optional; it is a gated negative voltage designed to be connected to a system's ALC rail going back to
your driving radio. It's purpose is to hold off any power generated by the radio, following PTT, until the on-board sequencer has
completed it's transmit turn-on functions. This signal is released at event 3 of the on-board sequencer.
17. BIAS; sequenced amplifier bias power, 12v at up to 300ma provided at event 2
18. Event 1; a pull-to-ground connection to the first on-board sequencer event, normally connected to antenna relay return lines.
Can switch up to 90v at up to 3 amps
19. Event 2; a pull-to-ground connection to the second on-board sequencer event, normally connected to a high current FET switch,
which gates VDD power to an amplifier's RF deck
20. TP1; This is a connection to test point 1, and is used to set the fan trigger temperature (aprox. 115F), where the fan will run
continuously until the heat sink temperature drops to about 110F. This connection should initially be set to read 3.15K to ground
when VR2 is properly adjusted and no other connections are made to the board. This is normally set after the board has been
assembled, and before additional testing or installation.

If Q10 is to be used, it is most easily mounted by elevating the board above the mounting surface with 3/16" spacers, passing the leads
through the holes in the board from the bottom, and securing with the appropriate mounting hardware prior to soldering in place. The
photo below shows a typical mounting. Note the leads on Q10 do not touch the metal mounting surface below them...I made this one
uncomfortably close, the leads can be pulled up a bit more before soldering to the board. If you will not be using Q10, you must still
elevate the board above conductive mounting surfaces a bit, as there are exposed connections on the back of the board.

Version 6.3 is the same as version 6.2 with the exception of adding the 20-pin header connector, and substituting wire
holes in place of the solder-to surface mount connection points.

Thi is just a simple Zener diode regulator
with a current amplifier (Q10) designed to
provide 13.5v from the 24 to 55v rail. If you
plan to use this accessory, always use a
current limiting resistor in series with the
power feed to Q10 to protect against
accidental shorts on the 12v rail. Without
this current limiting, a short on the low
voltage rail will short Q10 and open the
Zener, placing 24 to 50v on the 13.5v rail.
A 25 ohm 25w resistor is recommended
for 50v feeds.
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If swr signal is negative, use
only jumper J1. If positive, use
only jumpers J2 and J3.

Event 1 is normally used to switch
antenna relays. Designed to pull the
relay return line to ground (up to
100v @ 3 amps max)

this audio oscillator and rectifier generate a negative ALC voltage
used to block the output from a driving tramsmitter or transceiver

Event 2 is normally used to switch
on amplifier bias (12v bias port provided)
and can simultaneously operate
other devices, such as a high
current FET power switch (used
to gate VDD to the amplifier).
Designed to pull a control line to
ground (up to 28v @ 300 ma max)

Event 3 is used by the control board to
block RF from the driving radio at critial
times (when antenna relays are switching
state). It does this by gating a blocking
voltage on the ALC port (normally routed to
the ALC input to the driving radio).

Q5 prevents hot-switching antenna relays in the case where
the operator might switch the amplifier into bypass mode
while still transmitting with the driver. It does this by
maintaining suppy voltage to the blocking circuit between
events 3 and 1, blocking driver output until after event 1
releases the relays.

Q6 is a block release switch. It removes the ALC blocking
voltage when triggered by event 3 of the sequencer

